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It is quite impossible that nowadays you find a kid more than 10 years old and he does not own a
set of earphones or a headset which can boom the volume to such level that he can even feel the
walls shiver with the high bass. There are some who like to listen to their music with their eyes close
while there are others who also want the eye candy along with the music and thatâ€™s exactly where
the video albums step in. Not the complete album of an artist possess a video recording of the
songs but the oneâ€™s which are the best do have one. The part of the audio albums video album is
always parallel to each other. There are people who just like a good mp3 file with good or hip hop
track so that they can enjoy it anywhere at any time just appreciating its beats and lyrics completely
after getting emerged in it although but there is always the other group who love the visual effects.

In the war of audio albums video albums if we observe partially then we will come to know that the
benefit of the audio albums is that the hearing sense is sharpened and is focused to the sound track
being played and the attention undiverted goes completely on the lyrics and make a person really
appreciate the music and the voice, lyrics and beats of the singer. Plus the remaining little area
which is not focused on the audio can observe the reality in front of us and somehow relate it to the
reality or you can utilize the audio films by putting them into your mp3 or cell phone and put the
plugs on whenever you want to shut yourself in a private bubble in public areas.

While the video albums are much more appealing to those who donâ€™t know whether to bite their nails
or to look here and there while they are listening to an mp3 file that is why to make a good song
rock the billboard top charts an attractive and appealing song video is made which expresses the
main message of the song.

Music is the new fever of our generation and music is the fashion in short music has become the life
of our youth some already have become a rock star and majority wants to become a celebrity pop or
rock star the remaining want to follow the rock star and the rest want to listen to the rock star thus
forming a life cycle of music within itself.

Now our cyber world is filled with websites and blogs of audio albums video albums. There are
websites to download or upload mp3 audio files while there are famous websites which are there so
that you can stream and enjoy the music online or download or upload a mp4 or mp5 file online and
enjoy. Even when so many blogs and websites are already present even then more new websites
and blogs are being created related to this field.
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Get a full rundown of this week's new a Audio Albums, stream new music from artists such as
Marvin Winans and Kelly Clarkson, catch up on the week's music news, watch the latest a Video
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